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User Guide
Get a new shiny iOS device, an iPad, iPhone or an iPod touch, for the holidays? For new
iPhone/iPad/iPod users, there may be a few things you want to know about your new iOS device. No
worries, we’ve compiled a list of tips and tricks that should help you get right up to speed with things.
Before you go crazy downloading apps to your new iPad/iPhone/iPod, check out some of the most useful tips and
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tutorials for iPhone/iPad/iPod below. By using these nifty tips and tricks, you can make the using of your iOs device
easier and the process more efficient. Most of these tutorials, tips and tricks should work on an iPhone, iPad or iPod
Touch, but there may be slight differences across devices.

1) How to Connect an iPhone/iPad/iPod to Wifi network
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From the iOS home screen, go to Settings > Wifi (found on the left column). Under Wifi networks, make sure Wifi is
‘On’ and choose an available network from the list under ‘Choose a network…’. Enter network password if applicable.

2) How to Read PDFs on iPhone/iPad/iPod
If not yet, you can download iBooks onto your iOS devices from the App Store for free. Launch iBooks, from there you
can look at your collections in the top left corner of the bookshelf and choose PDFs to read. If you do not have any
PDFs on your iPhone/iPad/iPod, you can add the PDF files to iTunes and sync to your iOS devices.
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3) How to Create a Folder on iOS devices for similar apps
When you have many apps downloaded to your iPhone/iPad/iPod, you may find it is difficult to find the specific one
you need sometimes. The useful tip or trick to help make things neat and organized is that you can sort the similar
apps into different folders.

The trick is to hold your finger on an App icon until you see all the app icons start jiggling and have an “X” on the top
left side of each. Then touch and hold the one you want to move and drag it over to where the other one is. This will
automatically create a folder with a new name. If you want to rename it, touch the “X” in the label bar until the label
disappears and type in the new name.

4) How to Turn off Autocorrect
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Autocorrect can be a hassle across all iOS devices sometimes. If you do not want to be interrupted with this feature
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while typing on an iPhone/iPad/iPod touch, you can disable the autocorrect function on the iPhone/iPad/iPod. You
can simply follow these stesp: Settings > General > Keyboard > Auto-Correction > Off.
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5) How to Close/shut down an app on iPhone/iPad/iPod?
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There are some applications on an iOS device you want to completely shut it down or do not plan to use it for a while.
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To close an app on iPhone/iPad/iPod, double click the “home” key. This will reveal all the apps that are open and
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running in the background. Sometimes when you want to check out all the running apps on your iPhone/iPad/iPod,
you can make use of this trick as well. Press and hold any one of them until the icons jiggle. Then you’ll see a red
minus sign on the top left of each running app on your iOS device. Tap the red minus sign on an app to close it.
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6) How to quickly search/find something or someone on
iPhone/iPad/iPod?
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Flip your finger left to right on the screen until you go past your home page. Then you will see a page with nothing on
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it except a blank bar on top and a keyboard on the bottom. Type in the search item you want to locate. This trick helps
you save a lot of time. It is really handy, isn’t it?
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7) How to turn off Location Service on an iOS device?
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Many apps make use of this Location service features to provide best user experience for iOS owners. For example,
Socusoft Wireless Transfer App take use of the location service to wirelessly transfer data between an iPhone, iPad,
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iPod and computers over wifi network.
If you do not want to allow some apps to use this feature, you can go to “Settings,” click on “Location” and then turn
them off selectively.
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8) Take screenshots on iOS devices
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Simply press and hold the power button on top of the device at the same time as you press and hold the Home
button. The image will be stored in your Photo Library for later reference.
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9) How to wirelessly transfer photos and videos between
iPhone/iPad/iPod/computers?
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You can use iTunes on a computer along with cables to move around your photos and videos from one iOS device to
another. Alternatively you can use some Wifi transfer tool to transfer them directly from an iPhone/iPad/iPod to
another one. Socusoft Wireless Transfer App is the best of the many options.
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10 ) How to rearrange Application icons on iPHone/iPad/iPod?
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Tap and hold an app’s icon until it starts jiggling. Keep your finger on the icon while it’s jiggling and drag it to a new
location on the screen. You can use the same method to drag it to another page as well.
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11) How to delete apps from your iPod Touch, iPhone and iPad?
You may accidentally download some apps that you do not use. To save your iOS space, you might want to delete
those unused apps. The way to delete apps from iPhone/iPad/iPod touch is to tap and hold the app’s icon until it
starts jiggling. An “X” also appears on the icon. Touch the X and confirm that you want to delete it by tapping “delete.”
ITunes can also help you manage all apps on an iOS as well. However you can simply leave an app in iTunes, while
delete it straightly on an iPhone/iPad/iPod, any time you want to back, get it from iTunes.

Do you find any other useful tips, tricks, tutorials or helps for iPhone/iPad/iPod that are not included in this iOS tips
and tricks guide? Please share with other iOS users your skills in the comment area.
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4 Responses to “Top 11 iPhone iPad iPod touch Tips & Tricks”
web search says:
August 25, 2012 at 10:35 am

It’s truly a nice and useful piece of information. I’m happy that you shared this useful information with us. Please
stay us up to date like this. Thanks for sharing.
Reply

publicidade says:
August 26, 2012 at 1:40 pm

Woah this weblog is fantastic i really like studying your articles. Stay up the good paintings! You realize, many
people are hunting around for this info, you could aid them greatly.
Reply

Andy Micheal says:
September 6, 2012 at 2:49 pm

its important to implement these advices beside this useful information ,i advice you to get case for your gadget
to protect it from any damage ,you can choose your favorite from a wide variety of iphone. ipad and Ipod cases
from any online accessories shop.
Reply

Thea says:
November 29, 2012 at 10:43 am

Very useful guide for new iPhone users like me! I have bookmarked this site in case I forget some of the tricks
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